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HOMES
STYLE TRICKS
Hundreds of chic
solutions and fresh ideas

Real stories
to inspire
your redesign

CLEVER COLOUR
Bold hues enhance
classic features
in a Georgian flat

RECALL
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IN THE LANDSCAPE
An elegant house
that blends with its
surroundings

25bh | i d e a s to s h a r e
Hygge meets Scandi
chic at Copenhagen’s
Hotel Sanders

ROOM ENVY
candi is probably the most enduringly popular interiors
trend of the past decade, bringing a touch of the sleek,
minimalistic and functional to our homes. But the look
isn’t all flat-pack furniture, white walls and unstained
wood. Consider this room at Hotel Sanders in Copenhagen.
Rich, varied textures – from jute to well-tanned leather – sit in
harmony with an autumnal colour palette of whiskies and café
au lait, while stylish decorative touches retain the ‘hygge’ feeling
of cosiness but with a smart attitude. The main focal point is
the paired leather Crillon armchairs by Soane Britain. With brass
legs, gently sloped backs and elongated arms, they are the picture
of elegance, but deep padded seats and backs ensure they remain
a comfy spot on which to relax with a book. Opposite the chairs
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is a small checked sofa that in other settings could look overly
traditional, but topped with a bounty of scatter cushions and
partnered with a glass and brass coffee table, feels fresh and
modern. Don’t underestimate the effect of those black-painted
window frames, either. Their striking silhouette breaks up what
could be a sea of beige, giving the space a sophisticated edge and
highlighting the eight attractively proportioned window panes.
Our favourite feature, though, is the wooden double doors.
They add rustic warmth in spades and provide architectural
intrigue. The scheme is completed with a smattering of muted
contemporary art, cut flowers and low-level lighting – try Oka
for similar lamp shades and bases – that when in use fills the
space with a warm and inviting amber glow.
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Each month we bring you a hotel scheme that inspires, intrigues and dazzles

